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'In the good old days'PresidentPutin and Prime Minister Erdolan during a meeting in istanbul.December2012

AmbassadorDr Onur Oymen(ret'd)]
Prof Dr Hasan Ali Karasar Anltm University,Ankaro
Dr Oktay BingdP, Baqkent University,Ankara
Chair: Dr Haldun Solmaztiirk, Directori 2Ist Century TurkeyInstitute
Executive Summary
Turkey and Russia have a common history which extends over a long period of time and
replete with tensions,conflicts and wars. However there have been also peaceful times,
during which the two countries maintained good-neighbourly and friendly relations. The
most prominent of such periods was the time of the Turkish War of Independence.Although
Russia'sgradualinterventionand reestablishingitself in Syria souredthe relations,the SU-24
incident in November 2015 was followed by a rapid political escalation,military stand-off,
embargoesand sanctions,and fiery political rhetoric on both sides.
I
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Dr Oymen servedas ambassadorof the Republicof Turkey in Copenhagen(1988-90),Bonn (1990-95),and asthe
PermanentRepresentativeof Turkey to NATO in Brussels(1997-2001).He was a Member of Parliament electedon
the Republican People'sParty (CHP) ticket in 2002 and again in 2007, from Istanbul and Bursa respectively.He was
Deputy Leaderof CHP from 2003to 2010.
Dr Bingol retired from the Turkish Army in 2011,at the rank of Brigadier General.He teachessecurity studies,
terrorism, conflict resolution, among others, in Department of Political Scienceand International Relations,Bagkent
University, Ankara.
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For some analysts,this was an accident,basedon a decision made and executedon the spot,
at the tactical level, not necessarily authorised by the higher Turkish military or political
authorities. However, it was argued, such an incident was structurally and contextually
almost unavoidable and it was an outcome rather than the cause of a long-building
escalation-military, political as well as psychological. In the aftermath, Russia did firmly
establish itself in Syria, militarily and politically, and gained an enhanced international
legitimacy and even stronger voice in Syrian affairs while Turkey was almost completely
sidelined and disengagedfrom developmentsin Syria.
The most puzzling aspectof the whole episodehas been to explain the Turkish government's
perceived erratic political behavior, reflected in inconsistent and even contradictory
statementsby leading Turkish officials, fluctuating between conciliation, rapprochementand
outright defiance,even threat, back and forth. There is a general consensusthat, for regional
security and stability the crisis betweenTurkey and Russia should first be containedand then
be resolved, and to this end, a fundamental changein Turkey's Syria policy is a must.
Some argue that it is too late for a policy change and the only thing Turkey can do now is
damage control. But, if Turkey considers an autonomous-if not independent-Kurdish
entity in Northern Syria a 'threat' which can only be avoided by maintaining the territorial
integrity of Syria within its current borders, and if this is also the main objective of Russiawhich seems evident-then there is a sound strategic ground for cooperation, hence
reconciliation.
Turkey has to reconsiderits Syria policy in the light of the recent developments.Bearing in
mind the feud-like positions leaders set themselves in, and already failed initiatives for
mediation, Track 2 diplomacy supportedby Track 3 measuresmay be the only available way
aheadto contain and de-escalatethe crisis, and for slowly paving the way for Track 1 to join.
This is not easynor its outcome is certain, but it has to be attempted.
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World Economic Forum listed 'Large scale involuntary migration' and 'Interstate conflict with
regional consequences'among the top five risks in 2016.3According to International Crisis Group,
'Syna & baq' is the No I conflict to watch, followed by 'Turkey'.4 Yet, Turkey's Erdogan is included
in the list of 'Unpredictableleaders'(alongwith Russia'sPutin, SaudiArabia'sbin Salmanand Ukraine's
Poroshenko)and 'Turkey' as a whole is one of the top 10 risks identified by Eurasia Group.sTheselists
and their content can be challengedon various grounds, but it would be difficult to reject them entirely.
Turkey is faced with many and serious risks and itself representsrisks for the region and beyond. A
conflict with Russiawas certainly not neededand should have been avoided; however it did happenand
now it is time for some reflection.
History
Turkey and Russiahas a common history which extendsover a long period of time and replete with
tensions,conflicts and wars. Russiatraditionally supportednationalistic-and religious-movements in
the Balkans throughout the 19th century at the expenseof the Ottoman Empire. It demandedmilitary
basesin the Turkish Straitsand territorial consessionsfrom Turkey on the Caucasianborder, immediately
after the II. World War, in 1946. However there have been also peaceful times, during which the two
countriesmaintained good-neighbourly and friendly relations. The most prominent of such periods was
f-worra
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Report2016'.httptllrcports.weforum.org/global-risks-2016/part-1-title-tb

ICG '10 Conflictsto Watchin 2016'. https://www.crisisgroup.org/global/10-conflicts-watch-2016
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the time of the Turkish War of Independencefollowing the I. World War and occupation of Turkey by
the 'Western'Allies basedon the 1918Armistice of Mudros and the Treaty of Sevresin 1920. Even
before the creation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in 1922, the Govenrment of the
Grand National Assembly of Turkey signed the Treaty of Moscow with Bolshevl'sfRussia under the
leadershipof Vladimir Lenin, on 16 March 1921.
During the Cold War, after Turkey becamea NATO member in 1952, they maintained a balanced
accord and mutual respectdespite the fact that they were in opposite camps of NATO and the Warsaw
Pact. The Soviet Union substantially contributed to Turkey's economic development,a NAIO member.
Nevertheless,Turkey (and the Ottoman Empire before) has always been influenced by the rivalries
between great powers.
What happened?
Following the end of the Cold War, bilateral relations between the two countries witnessed a new
positive era, unprecedentedin history in the context of Black SeaCooperation,Conventional Forces in
Europe (CFE) Treaty, Open Skies Treaty, improved trade, tourism, business investments, academic
education, transportation, cooperation in energy sector etc. Defense against terrorism was recently
added to this long list. Although Russia's gradual intervention and reestablishingitself in Syria soured
the relations,when the Russian SU-24 bomber was shot down by Turkish F-16s on 24 November
20l5-the day before SergeiLavrov's plannedvisit to Ankara-this came as a shock. This incident was
followed by a rapid political escalation,military stand-off, large-scaleembargoes-imposed particularly
by Russia-sanctions and fiery political rhetoric on both sides.
llhy did this happen?
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There have been various and sharply different readingsof this incident:
For some analysts,this was an accident,basedon a decision made and executedon the spot, at the
tactical level, not necessarilyauthorisedby the higher Turkish military or political authorities.However,
it was arguedthat the long-standingrules of engagementwhichwere in force sincethe start of the Syrian
not revised despite the drastic changes in the operational
civil war and which-mistakenly-were
environment,did contribute to this unintendedand unforeseenoutcome.This, it was argued,made such
an incident structurally and contextually almost unavoidable.
Russiahas always been presentin Syria and the crisis was actually building up since the start of the
hybrid conflict in Syria in2011. So the incident--or accident-was an outcome rather than the causeof
a long-building escalation-military political as well as psychological.
It was also assertedby some, that this was intendedby both parties'political authorities:
- Turkish political decisionmakerswanted to give a messageto Russia which put its weight on the
side of the government in Damascuswhich was openly declaredby the Turkish political leaders as an
'opponent'. The harsh political rhetoric, and the open-and immediate-ownership of the 'incident'by
the Turkish political leaderslent credibility to this assertion.6
- On the other hand, some others maintained that, with the aim of gaining a free-hand in Syria,
Russiadeliberately provoked this incident, by violating the Turkish air-space,despiteexplicit warnings,
repeatedly.
6

PresidentErdo$an,two days after the incident, speakingto a group of village heads(muhtailar Tur.) in Ankara said:
"We ... support and will continue supporting moderate opposition (in Syria). ... We do not consider it the right thing
to do to amplify an incident-about which the whole world recognizesour righteousness-to cover our political and
economic relations (aswell). If the sameviolation (of the Turkish air space)was repeatedtoday, Tirrkey would be in
a position of giving the samereaction again." 26 November 2015
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Economic hardshipsat home on the one hand, geopolitical interestsin a firm presencein Syria-and
survival of the current regime--on the other, may well have forced Russia to adopt an assertivepolicy
in Syria, like the one in Ukraine before. NATO's eastward expansion,as is often argued, and a chain
reaction of Westerninterventionswhich was startedby Iraq in 2003, may all have played a role as well.
Of course this assertion neither legitimises nor justifies Russian political and military actions,
neverthelessit helps to explain the behavior.As the so-called frozen conflicts were set free, it is argued,
right under the very nose of all-knowing (!) American policymakers, NATO came to be gradually
demonisedand this in tum led to new regional, local conflicts and an hostile Russia.
Outcome
Whatever the actual motives were on both sides,in the aftermath, Russia did firmly establishitself
in Syria, militarily and politically, and gained an enhancedinternational legitimacy and even stronger
voice in Syrian affairs while Turkey was almost completely sidelinedand disengagedfrom developments
in Syria. The rapid deployment of 5-400 Tpuyu$ air-defensesystemand deploymentof scoresof fighter
aircraft did changethe balance of military power in and over Syria, drastically. Russia is in Syria for a
long time to come,political reality in the region has completelytransformed,as allegedaims of outside
actorschangedfrom the so-called'democratisation'to avoidanceof a 'third world war'.
Turkish political behuvior
The most ptzzling aspect of the whole episode has been to explain the Turkish government's
perceived erratic political behavior, reflected in inconsistent and even contradictory statementsby
leading Turkish officials, fluctuating between conciliation, rapprochementand outright defiance, even
threat, back and forth. This can be explained, at least partly, by the 'siege mentality'which is dominant
in Turkish political culture and the so-calledpost-imperial trauma which has also been sufferedby some
other once-greatpowers. These two factors, coupled with the internal dynamics and needs of Turkish
domestic politics, partly shapethe security and foreign policy of Turkey. Some commentatorsoffer, by
way of explanation,yet another factor in the form of an anxiety causedby a developng'Shii crescent'
which introduces a sectarianaspectinto an already complex picture. Finally, key personalitieson both
sides,must have played an important role.
Over-reliance on 'power', or the threat of use of power in the form of an aggressivenarrative,
resulted in securitisation of the whole problem, ending in very poor managementof the crisis, if it has
ever been attempted.This is partly explained by the allegedly incompetentand inexperiencedstaffs and
poor coordination and synchronisation between Turkish political and military institutions which
participate in crisis managementmechanismsand processes.In this context, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov, a career diplomat who served at the United Nations as the Russian Permanent
Representativefor ten years before coming to office in2004, that is 22 years at the top diplomatic and
political level, is offered as a striking example in contrastto Mevlut Qavugoflu of Turkey who is largely
considereda political appointee,a 'good man'with limited experience.
Can the crisis be contained-and

resolved?

There is a general consensusthat, for regional security and stability-even for global peace, the
crisis between Turkey and Russia should first be contained and then be resolved, and to this end, a
fundamentalchangein Turkey's Syria policy is a must, even a prerequisite.
However there are critical-and difficult-luestions
- How preparedboth parties are for a conciliation?

that need answersas well:
r
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- What is the common ground-and incentives-to build a prospectivereconciliation on?
- What are the stumbling blocks"andmajor obstaclesstanding on the way?
- Would a 'third-party'involvement be helpful?
- A changein Turkish policy, how likely is such a change?
In the 'military' realm, both parties so far have given controlled responsesand reactions, and
carefully refrained from actions that would funher exacerbatethe situation. No major deploymentsby
the Turkish Air Forces have occurred, nor any level of mobilisation in the Southern Military District
(which combined former North CaucasusMilitary District, Black Sea Fleet and Caspian Filotilla) has
been reported. This is probably a sign for eagernessto look for a way out of this crisis, at least for
avoiding a direct, hot conflict.
In addition to economic diffrculties at home, the material burden of sustaining a substantial force
and maintaining war effort in Syria cannot easily be undertaken by Russia. Same is true for Turkey.
Turkish economy is dearly suffering from embargoesimposed by Russia in retaliation. Besides,Turkey
is heavily engagedin a deadly conflict with PKK inside Turkey and the last thing she needsis a conflict
or strained relations with Russia. Moreover, a region cleared of major threats to order, stability
re-establishedwhile the territorial integrity of Iraq and Syria is maintained,are presumablythe outcomes
that arein the interestsof both countries and this requires cooperation,NOT conflict.

-8

Although it is higly probable that the tactical decision to shoot down the SU-24 was based on an
erroneousintelligence-that it was a Syrian aircraft-the immediate and unequivocal ownership of the
'decision' by top decisionmakersmade it very difficult if not impossible to achieve a quick mutual
resolution. Russians' questioning why President Erdogan called NATO first-not President Putinmakes sensein this context. Furthermore,regarding the vision of a future Syria and interestsperceived
in such a future, there are irreconcilable differencesbetween the two countries--or leadingfigures.
The conspiracy theories about the circumstancesin which the Russian a/c was shot down hint an
involvement by a 'third party'and are taken seriously by some circles. Besides,this incident has been
taken as a slap in theface by PresidentPutin and he reportedly feels deeply and personally betrayedby
PresidentErdolan. It would be very hard to overcome this frame of mind even if Russian demandsfor
an apology, compensationand legal investigation are duly met by Turkey.
It is arguedthat this is a 'hybrid crisis' and its resolution requires hybrid solutions and methods as
well as third-party actors.However, Turkish leadershave successfullymanagedto antagonisealmost all
major players who may have been willing to intervene. Even NAIO-and individual members-has
stayedaway from this crisis, maintained a distanceand has not gone beyond formal statements.On the
other hand, certain groups,particularly in the West, albeit apprehensive,they have not been too unhappy
with the escalationbetween Turkey and Russia,out of their own political and ideological calculations.
Would a chunge in Turkish nutional policy be saffice to change the realily?
Probably not.. Somearguethat it is too late and the only thing Turkey can do now is damagecontrol.
First of all Turkey has never had a consistent and 'national' foreign and security policy vis a vis
Syria in particular and the Middle East in general. 'Turkish'policy hasbeen determinedfirst by personal
factors based on preferences and world views of top political leaders, such as installing a Moslem
Brotherhood regime in Damascus,then favoring a regime anything but Alevite (certainly not led by
Assad), more recently merely focusing on prevention of a Kurdish corridor along the Turkey-Syria
border, with accessto the Mediterranean.At long last, only now Turkish policy is slowly getting a
'national'nature basedon commonly perceived interestswithin the country
AhlarlrhelMah' 1830.Sokak No: 39, 06805incek/Cankat'aAnkara/Turkev
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Turkey (or more correctly, AKP governments)made itself part of the Syrian civil war by openly
seekingto oust the Assadregime and gave all kinds of assistanceand supportto the so-calledFree Syrian
Army and the 'opposition'. Both are vague and catchall terms used to describe almost any group
opposing central government,to include Islamist ones seekinganything but democracyin Syria. Russia
on its part, by intervening against all 'terrorists'who are actively aiming to overthrow the 'legitimate'
governmenthas become a de-facto opponent of Turkey. This is hard to reconcile.
Although it looks higly unlikely now that there will be an open conflict betweenRussiaand Turkey,
in such a fluid environment,high risks remain. Even if Turkey, i.e. the Turkish political systemsucceeds
in radically transforming its Syria policy, in the vacuum of mutual trust, reconciliation will take a long
time to start. Even then, retuming to status quo ante is equally highly unlikely for the foreseeablefuture.
Above all it is not only between Turkey and Russia, the whole region is in a mess. There are other
actorsand factorshaving an impact on theirpreferences,policies and actions.Turkey is unable to control
any of them, but may only attempt to have an influence.
Israel, for obvious reasons, looks like already benefitting the most from the current situation.
However, Israel is extremely worried about developing Iran-Baghdad-Assad-Hezbollahconnection,
Shia Crescent,dominatedand led by Iran. Recent 'nuclear deal'with Iran makesIsrael-as well as many
Republicansin the United States-more, not less worried. The 'bigger evil', Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL), stopsIsrael for the time being, but nobody knows how long. Perhapsone should look
for similar motives behind the surprising rapprochementbetween the Turkish political decisionmaking
elite--dominated by Erdolan-and Israel, with probably some encouragementfrom a third party, and
that it should not be surprising at all.In parallel, an enmity is simmering between 'Arabsoand Iran.
And last but certainly not least,West's agelonggoal of an independent'Kurdistan'has almost come
to fruition and this prospectmakes everybody in the region alarmed and extremely agitated.This state
of affairs is making the already too complicated situation even more convoluted, redrawing the map of
fragile-and strange-alliances along the sectarian,ethnic, ideological and political lines, at regional
and global levels. But tectonic shifts continue in the political crust. Turkey is fighting battles of an
unprecedentednature and intensity against PKK within Turkey, while closely cooperating across the
border with the Kurdistan Regional Government of Barzani in Northern Iraq, antagonizingnot only the
central governmentin Baghdadbut the whole Arab world. At the sametime the Turkish governmenthas
openly started a quarrel with the US over labeling the 'Kurdish' PYD/YPG in northern Syria as
'terrorist', a charge which the latter plainly refuses. Moreover, Turkey while joining the anti-ISIL
coalition even openingits military basesto foreign forces-to include even SaudiArabia-has seemingly
been rather happy with some level of collaboration with other mujahideen to include Al Nusra which
has been excluded from the recent ceasefiretalks along with ISIL. Such kind of 'policy' is largely
considered enatic, inconsistent, detached from reality, and hardly supportive of Turkish national
interests.
What cun be done then?
One may start with a modification of the substanceand tone of speechesby political leadersand to
avoid emotional exchanges.Speechwriters and advisorswould have a role in that as well as respective
leading cadresthemselves.
Turkey has to reconsider its Syria policy in the light of the recent developments; particularly
international community's effective engagement,consensus(albeit nominal) on the future of Syria-at
leastin the short-to-mid term-and largely successfulcease-fireagreementT.
Turkey has now completely
lost its previously misperceived capability to impose a government in Damascusthrough sponsoring,
7

Us-Russiabrokered ceasefirewhich started on 27 Februarv 2012.UNSCR 2268, dtd 26 Feb 2016.
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arming and otherwise supporting opposition armed groups. Besides,no matter how forcefully Turkish
political leadersreject it, Turkey has*isolateditself from the regional developmentsto a greatextent.
If Turkey considersan autonomous-if not independent-Kurdish entity in Northem Syria a 'threat'
which can only be avoided by maintaining the territorial integrity of Syria within its current borders,and
if this is also the main objective of Russia-which seemsevident-then there is a soundstrategicground
for cooperation, hence reconciliation. This fact has to be shared with respective publics in order to
facilitate a rapproachementand for savingface.
Bearing in mind the feud-like positions leadersset themselvesin, and already failed initiatives for
mediation (reportedly by Kazakhstan and Germany in response to requests by Turkey), Track 2
diplomacy supportedby Track 3/4 measuresmay be the only available way ahead for damage control ,
to contain and de-escalatethe crisis, and for slowly paving the way for Track I to join.
None of these can possibly be achievedwithout involving the political opposition,civil society,
academia,media and the Turkish public in the widest sense,thereby creating a national policybased on
a largest-possibleconsensuswithin the society and formulated in the Parliament. Such a policy would
certainly need a public diplomacy dimension, reaching out to the Russian people and elites as well as
the political leadership, and assuring traditional allies of Turkey as to the motives behind such a
fundamentalshift in policy.
This is not easy nor its outcome can be guaranteed,but it has to be attempted.

-10
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Flight path of the RussianSukhoi SU-24M bomber (According to RussianDefenceMinistry) 24 Novernber2075

Flight path of the RussianSukhoi SU-24M bomber (According to fte Turkish GeneralStaffl. 24 Novernber2015
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This is not a comprehensive academic paper on respective subjects, but only
Rapporteur'sSummariesof Incek Debatesthat were held in 2016. This digest reflects
discussionsthat took place and contains findings, conclusionsor caveats stated by
one or more of the panelists and/or participants, not necessarily reflecting particular
viewpoints, literally expressedby any one of the panelists,nor those of any one or all of
the participants in consensus.Footnotesare Rapporteur's only.
The lncek Debatesis a civil society initiative, intended for an open and in-depth
analysisof issueshaving an impact on Turkey's defence,security,foreign policy and
international relations, in a multinational setting. These debatesbring together foreign
experts working in related fields, public servants,officers and other officials in foreign
journalists, MPs, former
embassiesin Ankara with Turkish scholarsand researchers,
policymakers, advisors, diplomats and other practitioners. Civil and military officials
who are currently occupying relevant posts are also invited as speakersor participants.
Debates are open to public, however, due to space limitations, advanceregistration is
required and some of the debatesare by invitation only.
The lncek Debatesservesas an informed and independentvoice in policy debates
by providing a constructive forum for exchangeof ideas and information between key
players. The main aim is to develop and improve mutual understandingin perceptions,
policies, interests,limitations and hurdles, thereby contributing to a better decisionmaking environment in which regional security and stability as well as Euro-Atlantic
relations can be more efficiently dealt with. We also aim to bridge the intellectual gap
between knowledge and political power by linking Turkish policymakers and other
stakeholdersto the academicworld, by identifying, articulating and evaluating current
or emerging issues,problems, and by transforming ideas into policy options for policy
formulation and implementation.
We considerthe activerole andviability ofthink-tanks a critical indicator of a healthy
democracy and see such debates as an essential means of democratic participation.
Because,as long as the 'state' remains the sole provider of information and analysis,
the society as a whole is deprived of critical meansof addressingproblems faced by the
very public.
In order to cover various aspectsof the subject in hand, with a multidisciplinary
approach,IncekDebatesregularly havea panel ofthree or four, composedof an academic,
a diplomat, politician, former military andlorjournalist. Debate format, a combination
of panel and roundtable, slighlly deviates from the common practice. The Chair does
posea foreign policy question,but doesnot take a position either opposing or supporting
any one 'answer'to this question and the audience-participants-involves by making
comments,challenging panelistsor asking further questions.Debate outcomes,offering
alternativepolicy options,arecofiununicatedto 'participants' , parliamentarycommittees,
respective ministries and to the Turkish General Staff and to key personalities in the
media, on a need-to-know basis, in the form of 'Rapporteur's Summary' in Turkish
and in English. Shortenedversions of summariesare also posted on the website. http:ll
www.2ly.vte.org/en/The results of debatesand analysesare also made available to
inform the public policy debate by providing expert views or comments, publishing
articles, newsletters.Debatesmay also take the forms of conferencesor public lectures.
We aspire to participate in Parliamentary Committee/sub-committee deliberations,
reaching out to the media and improving cooperation with other think tanks-Turkish,
foreign and intemational alike.
lncek Debatesare held off the record and the Chatham House Rule applies, that is
'participants are free to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the
affiliation of the speaker(s)[in connectionwith the infdlmation received],nor that of any
other participant, may be revealed'. Debatesare held in English, organisedand chaired
by Dr Haldun Solmazttrk.

